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6.  BESIDES MAN, LEPROSY CAN INFECT:
a- Cloth, leather and plant b- Cloth, animals and plant
c- Cloth, leather and birds d- Cloth, leather and walls

7.  THOSE WHO ARE UNCLEAN, MEN OR WOMEN, FOR ANY
SECRETION HAD TO BE CLEANSED BY:
a- Washing with water b- Anointing with oil
c- Sprinkling with blood d- The priest’s prayer

8. THE PUNISHMENT OF A MAN WHO SINNED WITH
ANOTHER MAN’S WOMAN, IS:
a- To be killed b- Jailed
c- Scourged d- Exiled

9. THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES LASTS FOR:
a- One day b- Three days
c- Five days d- Seven days

St Mary and Archangel Michael Coptic Orthodox Church
Houston, Texas

The Dream Comes True
By: Samy Ghattas and Marise Sawirous

istory is not made only by the number

of  years, but rather by the number of
accomplishments made in those years.  Many
civilizations vanished and were forgotten
through out human history because of a lack
of real accomplishments.
Our young church, St. Mary and Archangel
Michael in Houston, has made real history and
great accomplishments during the few years it
has been in existence.  No one can claim or take
credit for this progress but the Lord, His pure
mother and the Archangel Michael.  We have
witnessed their presence with us every step of
the way.  It is as if  the Lord was saying very
strongly, “I want a house in this place”.  He said
it and it was done.
The beginning takes us back to 1994 when a
group of  people convened, each one with his
own reason,  all seeking to start a new church.

To begin our story, let us start this phase from

our church’s history by letting one brother from
this group tell us his own story and how he
encountered his dream for a new church.
“The little boy was wearing his brand new shoes
and decided that such an occasion deserves
attention… Lots of it… He kept leaping from
the pew to the floor back to the pew and uttering
joyful noises… I was standing behind the boy
and watching the action with growing
annoyance… I struggled to concentrate on the
Sunday Liturgy and to join in the prayers but
the little boy’s action drew my attention
elsewhere… He even considered changing his
seat but even that proved to be an impossible
challenge since the church was packed with the
congregation and finding another seat was
quite impossible….

It was September 1992 and the church was

St Mark Coptic Orthodox Church…. After the
Liturgy, I proceeded to the hall and met with a
group of friends… I commented on the incident
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Leviticus Competition
By: Eman Awad

St. Mary and Archangel Michael, Houston, Tx

1. THE GRAIN OFFERING WAS MADE WITHOUT:
a- Salt b- Oil
c- Honey d- Incense

2. HE WHO TAKES AWAY A FELLOWSHIP BY VIOLENCE,
SHALL RESTORE IT AND ADD TO IT:
a- Twice as much b- Half as much
c- A quarter more d- A fifth more

3. THE ANOINTING OIL WAS USED TO ANOINT:
a- Aaron alone b- Aaron and the contents of the tent only
c- Aaron and his sons only d- Aaron, his sons and the contents of the tent

4. AARON’S TWO SONS WERE KILLED BY THE LORD’S FIRE
BECAUSE:
a- They offered incense with strange fire b- They offered the offering

     without being clean
c- They entered the holy place bare headed d- They entered the Most Holy

5.  THE TWO SONS THAT AARON LOST FOR BREAKING THE
COMMANDMENT ARE:
a- Eleazar and Ithamar b- Amnon and Absalom
c- Nadab and Abihu d- Mishael and Elsaphan

and mentioned that a second church is needed
soon…. Together we reminiscend about the
time when St Mark was built and how with
God’s blessings, the congregation grew and how
in a very short time, a second church will be
very much needed. We all decided to take a
positive step to turn the dream into a reality.
The whole group met at a  restaurant the
following Thursday to draw a plan for the new
church… They started by voting on the name
and all seven agreed on St Mary.
Since the very first meeting the goal was very
clear: God’s will be done and immediately they
went about their business to plan for the future…
One of the agreed upon decisions was to offer
the needy 10% of the money collected and to
visit the sick in the hospitals… They would meet
weekly to discuss the progress of the plan…
His Holiness Pope Shenouda was visiting Dallas
and they decided to go and meet with him as a
group… He blessed their efforts and advised
them to proceed.

One day in July 1994
This day started with much excitement to

each member of  the group… Today they would
attend an auction to purchase a site for the new
church and anticipation was high… They would
have to be very alert and the decision would have
to be made fast… With a motto like “You
snooze, you lose”, the atmosphere was filled
with electrifying tension…. Except for one
member of the group…. Before he left for the
auction, his wife gave him a black plastic bag
and insisted that he take it with him… “What’s
in the bag?” he asked. “The decision maker,”
she answered with confidence… He glanced at
the prized possession and found a framed
picture of the Virgin Mary inside the bag… He
nodded and promised her that he will make sure

he does not part from the bag…
The auction started and as usual the rattling of
the auctioneer filled the room… Hands were
raised, nods were noticed and a deal was sealed
with a bang!!! Warming up to the game, the
group decided on a promising 3.5 acres in
Copperfield...  Clutching the bag tightly, the
member whispered to the picture “St Mary,
please take over! It’s your place and you
decide… Please give us a sign...”
The auctioneer announced the beginning of the
bid on the land and somebody started with a
number… The members jumped on the bidding
game and countered with a very low price in
anticipation that the bidding will go back and
forth till they decide on the final price…
Surprisingly, no one joined in and to their
amazement the word “Sold “was announced
loud and clear… The group remained speechless
in amazement…. A land worth every bit of
$300,000 was just sold to them for $67,500….
“Aren’t you going to ask me what is in this bag?”
The astonished group looked at the mysterious
bag and wondered about the contents… “The
decision maker!” he said while ceremoniously
taking the picture of the Virgin Mary out of
the bag….
From that day on, the Virgin Mary never left
the sight of the new Church!!!!!!!!!

September 1994:
The group went to meet with His Holiness

Pope Shenouda in New Jersey to sign the deed
for the newly purchased land.

December 1994:
Father Isaac and Father Bishoy held a prayer

in a tent on the new land
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in the defective tissues, healing and
regenerating the organ.

11. What is the Church’11. What is the Church’11. What is the Church’11. What is the Church’11. What is the Church’s positions positions positions positions position
on stem cell reson stem cell reson stem cell reson stem cell reson stem cell research ?earch ?earch ?earch ?earch ?
The goal of stem cell research is a noble
goal, i.e. to cure millions, who are suffering
from incurable diseases. However, a noble
goal should be achieved in a noble way. We
should note the following:

•  Embryos are human beings, since life begins
at the moment of fertilization, whether this
occurs in a womb or in a petri dish.

•  Embryos should not be subjects of
research. This is against human dignity. There
is no justification to produce embryos for
research or to use what is called extra
embryos for research. You cannot create
lives just to destroy them.

•  Cloning is against God’s plan for human
reproduction. It is very hard to draw a line
between therapeutic cloning for research and
human cloning.

•  Scientists should be guided by ethical
principles. They should focus their research
on ethically acceptable areas, such as adult
stem cell research.

•  Christians should support a candidate, who
opposes therapeutic cloning and restricts
funding on stem cell research.

•  Christians should oppose any proposition
that advances embryonic stem cell research
and therapeutic cloning.

Mighty arrows received similar article
titled “The Coptic Orthodox
Perspective on Stem Cell Research”
By Mark I. Boulos.

The Conclusion of his article is...

In conclusion, we firmly reject any and
all manipulation of human embryos for
research purposes as inherently immoral
and a fundamental violation of human
life.  We should diligently seek
alternatives that also offer promise of
sparing and improving human life.  The
use of adult stem cells is a suitable
alternative to the exploitation of
embryonic stem cells.
We encourage the scientific community
to reject pressures for embryonic stem
cell research exerted by the pro-
abortionist lobby, and the biotech and
pharmaceutical industries.  We endorse
the scientific community to devote their
energies and resources to discovering,
harvesting and utilizing non-embryonic
stem cells, such as those derived from
adults, placentas and umbilical cords.

September 1995
His Grace Bishop Youssef  headed the

ceremony for the ground breaking of the new
church and he suggested that the name of this
church be St Mary and Archangel Michael.

November 1997
With the blessed efforts of Father Isaac, phase

one of the new church is completed: The
Sunday School building. Temporarily, the
second floor would serve as the church until
phase II would be completed….
The door opened at 7:00 PM and one by one
the members of the new church walked toward
the future…. The blessed future…
About the little boy with the new shoes who
started it all? He became a deacon and most
recently he was accepted to a very prominent
college…

November 2001
A few years later, the idea of  building a new

sanctuary worthy of the names of St. Mary and
the Archangel Michael began and was pioneered
by Fr. Isaac who gathered the people and
announced the intention of building a new
church.  Everyone felt strongly that a traditional
Orthodox building with domes was the way to
proceed.  Once that was decided upon the big
question of financing the project challenged
everyone.  Initially, no one knew how much the
project might cost, but the preliminary estimates
indicated $1.3 million.  None of this amount
was in the church treasury which meant the
church would have to seek other options namely
obtaining a loan from a financial institution.

Once again, Fr. Isaac offered his encouragement
to the people and the board of deacons assuring
every one that the Lord would provide in due
time.  Based on these preliminary estimations,
the church approached banks in Houston
seeking loans.  The Lord was present every step
of the way helping in the negotiations with all
the banks. Even though it is a very well known
fact that banks do not easily loan to churches,
the Lord was glorified in seven of the eight banks
the church dealt with and they all miraculously
offered her a loan.  The church decided on the
one  with the best offer and rates.

As progress began to develop and the church
started to receive bids for the new building,
“Satan” attempted to slow or even stop this
progress entirely. He presented us with a new
materialistic surprise that was, the bid itself, the
best and most economical bid to build the church
was $2.3 million, $1 million more than the
anticipated cost.    How can we proceed with a
shortage of  this magnitude, and once again the
Lord spoke to the hearts of our bankers and
convinced them to increase the funding by
another one half million dollars to a total of
$1.8 million. Truly, this was another miracle.

August 2002
On Wednesday August 21st, the church board,

headed by both Fr. Isaac and Fr. Younan, signed
the historic
title deed,
construction
plans, and the
church loan
with
C o m e r i c a
Bank.
On Sunday
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250-300 cells, including a distinct inner mass
of stem cells that eventually transform into
special tissue, such as heart, liver, kidney,
etc. Before the cells differentiate, scientists
remove the inner mass of the stem cells and
place them in a nutrient-rich petri dish.
There the cells multiply, producing millions
of identical copies, called lines. In this early-
undeveloped state, the cells have a potential
to grow into any type of tissue. Scientists
are trying to push stem cells along particular
developmental pathways, morphing them into
replacement cells for organs damaged by
diseases.

8. What is the current state of stem8. What is the current state of stem8. What is the current state of stem8. What is the current state of stem8. What is the current state of stem
cell rescell rescell rescell rescell research ?earch ?earch ?earch ?earch ?
Stem cell research is at a very early stage.
Not a single person has yet been cured by
embryonic stem cells . There are stories of
success in animals. Currently, achievement has
been reached in various areas, such as:

•  Spinal cord injuries: Scientists have
successfully transformed stem cells into
spinal cord tissue. The cells may one day be
implanted into victims of paralysis and help
restore movement.

•  Parkinson’s: Researchers have begun
molding stem cells into specialized brain
cells, to replace those destroyed by
Parkinson’s disease. Animal studies suggest
stem cell transplants ease the symptoms of
the disease.

•  Juvenile Diabetes: Some scientists report
that they have coaxed stem cells into insulin-
producing cells. Transplanting these into
diabetic mice appears to improve survival

and the blood sugar levels.
•  Heart disease: Researchers have been
exploring ways to use stem cells as
replacement tissue for damaged heart cells.
A recent study suggested that the cells
helped heart attack recovery in animals.

•  Alzheimer’s disease: In an attempt to
understand this complex disease, scientists
have been using embryonic stem cells to
develop human brain cells that carry
Alzheimer’s mutations.

9. What is therap9. What is therap9. What is therap9. What is therap9. What is therapeutic cloning ?eutic cloning ?eutic cloning ?eutic cloning ?eutic cloning ?
Therapeutic cloning is the use of cloned
embryos to treat diseases. Scientists extract
the nucleus from a patient’s somatic cell and
fuse it to a hollowed out egg cell (i.e., an egg
without a nucleus). The egg then grows into
an embryo that has a genetic replica of the
donor’s DNA. Stem cells are then extracted
from the embryo. The cloned embryo
produces stem cells that could regenerate
the damaged tissue, without the risk of
rejection.

10. What is the effectiveness of10. What is the effectiveness of10. What is the effectiveness of10. What is the effectiveness of10. What is the effectiveness of
adult stem cells therapies ?adult stem cells therapies ?adult stem cells therapies ?adult stem cells therapies ?adult stem cells therapies ?
C. Christopher Hook, director of ethics
education for Mayo Graduate School of
Medicine, said in an interview published in
Christianity Today (November 2004), “the
advances of adult stem-cell therapy
development have been nothing short of
astounding. I don’t see any reason to believe
that we will not achieve the therapeutic goals
we all desire, using adult stem cells.” The
September issue of Nature Cell Biology
reviews the ability of bone marrow derived
cells to be reprogrammed after incorporation

August 26th, HG Bishop Youssef  blessed the
ground of the new church building by sprinkling
water and offering the Prayer of Thanksgiving.
The celebration started by a deacons’ procession
from the old church to the new ground.

May, 2003
The construction of the new church building

began.

H. G. Bishop Youssef Breaking the New
Church Ground

March 2003
As plans for the construction were

completed, His Grace Bishop Youssef  blessed
and broke the ground for the new church
building. Fr. Isaac, Fr. Younan and the
overjoyed people of  the church surrounded his
Grace.

H. G. Bishop Youssef  Blessing the
Ground of the New Church

July, 2004
On Saturday July 24, 2004, the great and long

awaited day finally arrived. His Grace Bishop
Youssef  officially began the services in the
newest and most beautiful Coptic Orthodox
building ever built in Houston, Texas.  The
services started with the prayers of the 9th, 11th,
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Stem cells have three characteristics:

•  They are “unspecialized”, which means that
they do not perform specialized functions,
unlike the red blood cells that have a
specialized function and carry the oxygen
through the bloodstream.

•  Under certain conditions, they can be
transformed into cells with specialized
functions.

•  They are capable of reproducing
themselves over an extended period of time.

3. What is the importance of stem3. What is the importance of stem3. What is the importance of stem3. What is the importance of stem3. What is the importance of stem
cells ?cells ?cells ?cells ?cells ?
Stem cells can serve as a repair system for
the body during the lifetime of a human being
or an animal by replenishing other cells.

4. What are the human embryonic4. What are the human embryonic4. What are the human embryonic4. What are the human embryonic4. What are the human embryonic
stem cells ?stem cells ?stem cells ?stem cells ?stem cells ?
Human embryonic stem cells appear in an
embryo five to seven days after fertilization
of the human egg. They are ordinarily
extracted from extra embryos that have
been donated for research by parents who
tried to conceive a baby through in vitro
fertilization (IVF) in fertility clinics. The
embryos are created by in vitro fertilization,
in which doctors fertilize an egg with a sperm
in a petri dish, and then implant it into the
womb after it has matured for two to five
days. Doctors store extra embryos as a
backup, but many couples decide not to use
them. Some donate the extra embryos for
research. There are tens of thousands of

extra frozen embryos across the country.
Embryonic stem cells have the potential to
develop into all cell types of the body.

5. What are the adult stem cells?5. What are the adult stem cells?5. What are the adult stem cells?5. What are the adult stem cells?5. What are the adult stem cells?
Adult stem cells are obtained for scientific
research from many organs and tissues,
including the brain, bone marrow, blood
vessels, skin, and liver. These stem cells are
generally limited to becoming the cell type
of its tissue of origin.

6. Why do res6. Why do res6. Why do res6. Why do res6. Why do researchers want toearchers want toearchers want toearchers want toearchers want to
study stem cells ?study stem cells ?study stem cells ?study stem cells ?study stem cells ?
•  Stem cell research may provide
information on the complex events that occur
during human development that lead to
serious medical conditions, such as cancer and
birth defects.

•  Human stem cells could be used to test the
safety of drugs.

•  Of the more attractive factors is that
researchers indicate that stem cells offer
the possibilities of a renewable source of
replacement cells and tissues to treat
diseases like Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, heart
disease, and diabetes, as well as treat spinal
cord injuries. It is estimated that more than
100 million Americans could potentially
benefit.

7. How are embryonic stem cells7. How are embryonic stem cells7. How are embryonic stem cells7. How are embryonic stem cells7. How are embryonic stem cells
extracted and transformed ?extracted and transformed ?extracted and transformed ?extracted and transformed ?extracted and transformed ?
During normal development, an embryo grows
rapidly. By three days, it multiplies into a
ball of eight cells. By day five, it contains

and 12th hour prayers of the Agpia, followed by
the Vesper Praises.

The great celebration started once H.G. Bishop
Youssef  arrived and was greeted at the door by
the church priests and deacons who escorted
him to the old church to remove with great
honor the relics of the saints.  After circling the
church three times, the procession headed
towards the new church building where the
relics were placed in their new home inside the
church. The celebration that night was attended
by a great number of priests and people from
all over the diocese of Southern United States.
H. G. Bishop Youssef  began the Vesper service
followed by a sermon and concluded with the
Midnight Praises.

On Sunday July 25, 2004, the first and historical
Liturgy in the new church began.  The service
was officiated by H. G. Bishop Youssef
accompanied by the church priests.  H. G.
Bishop Youssef  prayed the Divine Liturgy,
consecrated the new baptismal font,  performed

the first baptism and ordained many deacons.

August 20-22, 2004
His Holiness Pope Shenouda III blessed the

city of Houston with a visit and consecrated
the new church building.  His Holiness was
accompanied by H.G. Bishop Antony of
Ireland, H.G. Bishop Antoniuos Marcos of
Africa, and H.G. Bishop Sarabamon the abbot
of the monastery of St. Bishoy

On Friday August 20, 2004, His Holiness

arrived at the church in the evening, where he
met with the church youth of all ages and
delivered to them words of great wisdom and
benefit, before answering some of their
questions.
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TTTTThe Church’he Church’he Church’he Church’he Church’s Ps Ps Ps Ps Perspersperspersperspective On Stem Cell Resective On Stem Cell Resective On Stem Cell Resective On Stem Cell Resective On Stem Cell Researchearchearchearchearch
By H. Grace Bishop Serapion

Introduction
Stem cell research
has become one of
decisive issues in the
last presidential
election. President
George W. Bush’s
policy is to restrict
federal funding to
embryonic stem cell
research. In August
2002, the president decided to restrict
federal funding to embryonic stem cell lines
that had already been created. Bush’s policy
restricted embryonic stem cell research to
the clusters of cells derived from frozen
embryos that would otherwise be discarded
by fertility clinics. President Bush says his
policy is a balance of science and ethics. Laura
Bush, whose father has Alzheimer’s, told a
crowd in Milwaukee “stem cell research
doesn’t offer a cure right around the corner,
and it is irresponsible to suggest that it does.”
Another view was given by Senator John
Kerry, who announced his pledge to advance
embryonic stem cell research. He said, “what
if we could cure cancer, Parkinson’s, AIDS,
and Alzheimer’s?” He charged the president
with making “the wrong choice to sacrifice
science for extreme right-wing ideology.”
With the death of Christopher Reeve, the
attention is refocused again on this issue.
Christopher Reeve, “superman in wheelchair”,
as one friend called him, was a tireless
advocate for stem-cell research. The vice

presidential candidate,
John Edwards, took
advantage of Reeve’s
case and said, “If we do
the work that we can do
in this country…people
like Christopher Reeve
are going to walk, get up
of that wheelchair and
walk again.” The Bush
camp attacked Edwards’

statement as “opportunistic”, and emphasized
that the president supports the research as
long as no more embryos are destroyed.

In California , one of the propositions on
the November ballot is Prop 71 that would
fund $3 billion for stem cell research.
Newsweek Magazine described it as
“creating a haven for science and a 21 st
century gold rush for biologists and biotech
companies.” Proposition 71 is designed to side
step Bush’s funding restriction and is
considered the boldest and most ambitious
endorsement of stem-cell research in the
nation.

1. What are stem cells ?1. What are stem cells ?1. What are stem cells ?1. What are stem cells ?1. What are stem cells ?
Stem cells are a type of cells found in both
animals and humans, and they have the
potential to develop and differentiate into
many types of specialized cells in the body.

2. What are the characteristics2. What are the characteristics2. What are the characteristics2. What are the characteristics2. What are the characteristics
of stem cells ?of stem cells ?of stem cells ?of stem cells ?of stem cells ?

On the morning of Saturday August 21, 2004,

His Holiness Pope Shenouda met in St. Mary
church with all the priests of the diocese of the
Southern U.S. The number of  priests in
attendance was 21.  In the evening of the same
day, His Holiness met with all the people of  the
church and was greeted by the church choirs
from both Houston and Dallas, Texas.

On the morningSunday August 22, 2004, His

Holiness consecrated the altar and the Icons of
St. Mary and Archangel Michael Church. His
Holiness also baptized three children and
officiated the Liturgy prayers.
More than 1,200 people attended the Liturgy.

As the history of our blessed church and all

of the other churches in the diocese are being
written at the present time, it is the hope and
suggestion of this writer that a historian from
each church be appointed to write and record
events in the church as they occur.  Many of
the other Christian denominations follow this
practice.  Such a historian should have the
following functions.
· Gathering data of  the church’s history as it
occurs.
· Maintaining statistical records of the church,
names of  priests, deacons, servants, boards,
baptisms, marriages, and death records.
· Writing a narrative about the church history,
especially focusing on telling the stories of how
God has been working in the church.
· Keeping photographs of  all former and present
priests and possibly the servants and the
deacons.
· Conducting oral history interviews with older
members of the congregation and with the
priests.
· Submitting all records to His Grace the Bishop
at the end of every year for his review prior to
storing them in a safe place year by year for
future generations.




